February Family Project

Valentine Containers

Due: Monday February 14th, 2011

For February’s project, I would like for you and your child to create a valentine holder. This first thing you need to do is to decide what you want to use to hold the valentines. Some ideas are a basket, a covered shoebox or cereal box, or anything else you choose to use. The only guideline is that it must be able to stand up by itself on the table. That will make it easier when children are passing out their valentines. After you have decided on your container, you will need to use different materials to decorate the holder. Some suggestions are markers, tissue paper, paint, ribbon, glitter, buttons, felt, fabric, etc. My goal for sending these projects is for families to spend time creating the project TOGETHER! The only limit for this project is your imaginations... so think together how you want the finished project to look. Your child’s name must be clearly labeled in bold letters and easily visible on the front of your container when standing upright on the tables.

Have fun and make sure your child brings it to school no later than Monday February 14th. We will be using these boxes to put our valentine cards in.

Thank you,

Your Kindergarten Teachers